gossip
question of the month:
What would you go for if you have
to: girls or bikes and tell us why?
Benny: I could not
choose between
girls and bikes because it’s both really
hard to ride.....and it
hurts if you crash.

Niels: That‘s a
hard one...

cause
Trond: Both! Bikes be
l at the
you can have severa
m being
same time without the
cause
jealous, and girls be
them all
you don’t have to fix
uld be
the time. A dream wo
female
to have bikes and a
mechanic. Yeah!

Gareth Dyer

Gareth:
That is
impossible, that is
like hockey with
no beer.

Brandon: Bikes
because the only
problem you have
with it is breaking
parts.....not hearts

During the roadtrip „new free:ks in the park“ Gareth showed a new talent
that was unknown by his team mates. When they played around and started
singing in the evening, Gareth suddenly took over the leading voice and emerged as the hip hop talent of the freeride scene. With the song LeoGANGBANG
Gareth and his buddies Trond and Niels will definitely conquer the Freeride
charts.

Trond Hansen
Trond showed great performance at the BRAUN 26TRIX and finished 6th in
the world’s biggest 26” Dirt Jump contest. The week after he 360’ed off the
YETI drop at the Adidas Sloepstyle and broke his collarbone, because he over
rotated. Trond is getting healthy again back in Norway and working on his
rehab in order to be back in shape for Crankworx and Red Bull District Ride
in Nuremberg. We wish Trond a great recovery.

Niels Windfeldt
Niels was the film producer on the bikepark roadtrip with his buddies. He
made a video and we are curious about the trailer. The clip will be released
in August on www.freecaster.com. Besides filming Niels rocked at the Adidas
Slopestyle Goaßking and impressed with his huge superman tailwhips which
gave him first place in the world class comp.

Brandon Semenuk
Brandon made his first trip to Europe and certainly enjoyed it. Not only
rocking thru the best parks in Europe made him smile, but when he entered
as the youngest rider in the BRAUN 26TRIX in Leogang he finished in the finals
with 15 other top riders which was awesome.

Benny Korthaus

SHOT OF
THE MONTH

Niels Windfeldt

Benny is on his way back from an injury recovery and is hitting again more
BMX contests. Recently he pulled at a dirt jump contest a 360- Doubletailwhip!
Yihaah! Big respect! In the next month he will be seen at different BMX contests again like the LG Games, the rebeljam and BMX Masters.

seating

tailwhip drop at
bikepark Leogang

